SPG3A mutation screening in English families with early onset autosomal dominant hereditary spastic paraplegia.
Mutations in the SPG3A gene encoding the novel GTPase atlastin have recently been implicated in causing autosomal dominant hereditary spastic paraplegia (ADHSP) in six unrelated families. The phenotype of affected individuals in all cases has been of an early onset uncomplicated form of the disease. One particular missense mutation, R239C, in exon 7 of SPG3A has been identified in three of these families. We performed mutation screening by direct sequencing of all 14 exons and flanking sequences of the SPG3A gene in affected individuals from 12 unrelated English families, all with an early onset uncomplicated ADHSP in whom spastin mutations had previously been excluded. The R239C mutation was found to co-segregate with the disease in one English ADHSP family confirming a widespread prevalence for this commonly occurring mutation. No additional SPG3A mutations were identified in the remaining 11 families suggesting that even within this specific sub-set of early onset uncomplicated ADHSP patients atlastin mutations are relatively rare.